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CITY OF WESTLAND POLICE & FIRE RETIREMENT SYSTEM V.
AXCELIS TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
No. 4473-VCN
Court of Chancery of the State ofDelaware, New Castle

September 28, 2009
Jay W. Eisenhofer, Esquire, Michael J. Barry, Esquire, and Christian J.
Keeney, Esquire of Grant & Eisenhofer P.A., Wilmington, Delaware, of
counsel, for Plaintiff.
John L. Reed, Esquire, Paul D. Brown, Esquire, and Joseph B. Cicero,
Esquire of Edwards Angell Palmer & Dodge LLP, Wilmington, Delaware,
of counsel, for Defendant.
NOBLE, Vice Chancellor

I.

INTRODUCTION

This is a books and records action brought under 8 Del. C. § 220. A
company adopted a policy requiring a director standing for reelection who
receives less than a majority of the stockholder vote to submit her
resignation to the board of directors. The board then decides whether to
accept the resignation. Three directors received less than a majority of the
stockholder vote at the 2008 annual meeting, but the board refused to accept
their resignations. This, according to the plaintiff stockholder, is evidence of
wrongdoing-especially when coupled with the board's failure to accept an
acquisition offer from a competitor to whom it soon thereafter sold the
company's principal asset for a fraction of the initial offer-that entitles it to
inspect a range of the company's books and records.
II. BACKGROUND
A. The Parties

Defendant Axcelis Technologies, Inc. ("Axcelis" or the
"Company") is a Delaware corporation specializing in the manufacture of
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ion implantation and semiconductor equipment.' Plaintiff City of Westland
Police & Fire Retirement System (the "Plaintiff') is and has been the
beneficial owner of shares of common stock of Axcelis since August 2007.
SI is a Japanese company that also makes and sells semiconductor
equipment. In 1983, Axcelis and SHI became equal partners in a joint
venture called SEN. 4 SEN, like Axcelis and SI, manufactures ion
implantation and semiconductor equipment.5 SEN was an important asset
to both Axcelis and SI.6
The Axcelis board of directors, (the "Board") is comprised of Mary
G. Puma, who currently serves as the Company's Chairwoman, Chief
Executive Officer and President, as well as Stephen R. Hardis ("Hardis"),
Patrick H. Nettles, H. Brian Thompson ("Thompson"), William C. Jennings,
R. John Fletcher ("Fletcher"), and Geoffrey Wild.
B. SHIs Proposals

On February 4, 2008, SHI (along with TPG Capital LLP) made an
unsolicited bid to acquire Axcelis for $5.20 per share. Shares of Axcelis
closed at a price of $4.18 per share that day. Three days later, Axcelis
informed SHI that it would respond to its acquisition proposal after
completing discussions with certain advisors. The Board rejected SHI's
proposal on February 25, 2008. The Board found that the $5.20 per share
price failed to compensate shareholders adequately for the synergistic value
of the SEN joint venture and ignored the substantial business opportunity to
take market share back from Axcelis competitors.
On March 10, 2008, SHI again proposed to acquire Axcelis, this
time at a price of $6 per share. Shares of Axcelis closed at a price of $5.45
per share that day. On March 17, 2008, the Board again rejected SHIl's
overtures. The Board concluded that, while "a 'one company' approach
combining Axcelis and SEN could yield significant operational and
commercial synergies,. .. [its] view of current market conditions and of the
company's prospects when market conditions do improve" led to a belief
that a transaction with SHI would not be in the shareholders' best interest.8
The Board also noted its feeling that, in order to engage in serious,
1

Joint Stipulation ("J. Stip.") f 1-2.
Id at Ex. U, at 9.
Id. at 3.
4
1d at 4.
Id at 5.
'Id at 17, Ex. L.
Id. at Ex. H
'Id. at Ex. M.
2
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productive discussions with SI, some exchange of confidential
information would be necessary, and SI had yet to agree to keep such
information and discussions confidential.9
C. The May 2008 Axcelis Shareholders'Meeting,DirectorElection, and the
Rejection ofDirector Resignations

On May 1, 2008, Axcelis held its annual shareholders' meeting.
The terms of three directors were expiring, and each ran unopposed for
reelection to the Board. Those directors were Hardis, Fletcher, and
Thompson (the "Three Directors"). Axcelis follows the plurality voting
provisions of Delaware law, and thus a director may be elected without
receiving a majority of the votes cast in a given election. Each of the Three
Directors received less than a majority of the votes cast in his reelection bid.
The Court assumes the Plaintiffs position to be true: that the failure of the
Three Directors to receive a majority of the votes cast in their reelection
bids was the result of a concerted effort by at least some Axcelis
shareholders to "send a message to the board, expressing their discontent
with the [C]ompany's unresponsiveness to SI" by withholding support for
each of the Three Directors facing reelection at the 2008 annual meeting. 10
The failure to receive at least a majority of the votes cast triggered
one of Axcelis's corporate governance policies. Pursuant to this policy (the
"Policy")," directors failing to receive a majority of the stockholder vote
must submit their resignations to the Board's Nominating and Corporate
Governance Committee, which must then consider and recommend to the
Board whether such resignations should be accepted or rejected. 12 The

9

1d.
I'Keeney Decl. in Supp. of Pl.'s Br., Ex. E (Anupreeta Das, Proxy advisorsoppose three
Axcelis board directors, Reuters, Apr. 18, 2009). The Company attributed the results to a
recommendation by Institutional Shareholder Services that stockholders withhold their votes for
the reelection ofthe Three Directors due to the failure of the Board to support a proposed change
to the Axcelis Certificate of Incorporation eliminating the classified board structure. J. Stip. Ex. 0.
That proposed change failed to receive the approval ofthe requisite 75% vote of the outstanding
shares. Id.
1These policies are often called "Pfizer-style" policies (because Pfizer, Inc. pioneered
their use) or "plurality plus" policies. See generally Lisa M. Fairfax, Making the CorporationSafe
for Shareholder Democracy, 69 Ohio St. L.J. 53, 65 (2008) (describing the Pfizer, Inc. policy).
For a discussion oftheir use and relation to majority voting trends, see William K. Sjostrom, Jr. &
Young Sang Kim, Majority Voting for the Election of Directors, 40 Conn. L. Rev. 459, 480
(2007).
12
.J.Stip. f 20-21. The Policy provides: "At any shareholder meeting at which Directors
are subject to an uncontested election, any nominee for Director who receives a greater number of
votes 'withheld' from his or her election than votes 'for' such election shall submit to the Board a
letter of resignation for consideration by the Nominating and Governance Committee. The
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Board must then accept or reject any resignations submitted by its directors
under the Policy. Following the May 1, 2008, vote, the Three Directors
offered to resign their positions. Through a May 23, 2008, press release, the
Board announced its decision not to accept those resignations.13 The press
release stated that:
In making their determination, the Board considered a
number of factors relevant to the best interests of Axcelis.
The Board noted that the three directors are experienced
and knowledgeable about the Company, and that if their
resignations were accepted, the Board would be left with
only four remaining directors. One or more of the three
directors serves on each of the key committees of the
Company and Mr. Hardis serves as lead director. The
Board believed that losing this experience and knowledge
would harm the Company. The Board also noted that
retention of these directors is particularly important if
Axcelis is able to move forward on discussions with SI
following finalization of an appropriate non-disclosure
agreement.
The Board also expressed its intention to be responsive to the
shareholder concerns that gave rise to the withhold votes. The Board is
seeking to engage in confidential discussions with SI and, prior to next
year's Annual Meeting, the Board will consider recommending in favor of a
declassification proposal at that meeting.14
D. Renewed Negotiations with SHI

On June 6, 2008, less than a month after the Board's decision to
retain the Three Directors, Axcelis and SHI (along with TPG Capital LLP)
entered into a confidentiality agreement governing discussions between the
Nominating and Governance Committee shall recommend to the Board the action to be taken with
respect to such offer of resignation. The Board shall act promptly with respect to each such letter
of resignation and shall promptly notify the Director concerned of its decision." Id. at Ex. P.
13
Id. at Ex. Q. An account ofhow this evolved, authored by Axcelis's General Counsel,
may be found at Lynnette C. Fallon, How One Company Got Caught in the Middle ofProxy Firm
Voting Recommendations, a "Pfizer" Governance Policy, and an Unsolicited Acquisition
Proposal,1704 PLI/Corp. 1173, (Nov. 12-14, 2008). Although the Court does not rely in any way
upon this work, it may be of interest to the reader that the article's author asserts that the Board
was uncertain whether the withhold vote was the result of dissatisfaction with the its response to
SHI's acquisition proposals or its decision not to recommend in favor of declassification.
1Id. at Ex. Q.
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parties. Axcelis management exchanged "a significant amount of data" in
response to SHI's due diligence requests and met repeatedly with SHI
during June and July 2008 to discuss such requests. 1 5 Axcelis anticipated
that this process would result in a revised proposal to acquire Axcelis.
To that end, Axcelis continued to provide requested information in
anticipation of a revised acquisition proposal from SHI. Axcelis and SHI
agreed to a schedule for the submission of a revised proposal; they set an
August 1, 2008, date for SHI's revised acquisition proposal. SHI, however,
requested additional time, seeking a seven week extension for the
performance of due diligence before submitting an acquisition proposal,
along with a five week period for confirmatory due diligence thereafter. 17
Axcelis, instead, only extended the deadline to submit an acquisition
proposal until the end of August 2008. Axcelis also proposed that SEN and
Axcelis become one entity-through SHI's exchanging its SEN shares for
Axcelis shares-thereby achieving previously identified synergies.18
SHI did not submit a revised acquisition proposal to Axcelis by the
extended deadline and, on September 4, 2008, SHI informed Axcelis that it
was placing further discussions regarding the acquisition of Axcelis on
"hold." On September 15, 2008, after Axcelis's announcement of these
developments, Axcelis shares closed at a price of $1.43 per share.
E. The Section 220 Demand

Plaintiff delivered a Demand, dated December 9, 2008, to Axcelis
by overnight mail. The Demand seeks the inspection of the following
categories of books and records:
1. All minutes of agendas for meetings (including all
draft minutes and agendas and exhibits to such
minutes and agendas) of the Board at which the
Board discussed, considered or was presented with
information concerning
SI's acquisition
proposals.
2. All documents reviewed, considered, or produced
by the Board in connection with SI's acquisition
proposals.

1Id.
at Ex.
6
1 Id.

17Id at

S.

37.
"See supra text accompanying note 7.
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3. Any and all communications between and among
Axcelis directors and/or officers and SHI's
directors and/or officers.
4. Any and all materials provided by SHI to the
Board in connection with SI's acquisition
proposals.
5. Any and all valuation materials used to determine
the Company's value in connection with SHI's
acquisition proposal.
6.

All minutes of agendas for meetings (including all
draft minutes and exhibits to such minutes and
agendas) of the Board at which the Board
discussed, considered or was presented with
information concerning or related to the Board's
decision not to accept the resignations of Directors
Stephen R. Hardis, R. John Fletcher, and H. Brian
Thompson.

7. All documents reviewed considered, or produced
by the Board in connection with the Board's
decision not to accept the resignations of Directors
Stephen R. Hardis, R. John Fletcher, and H. Brian
Thompson.19
Axcelis responded by letter dated December 12, 2008, rejecting the Demand
because the Company determined that it did not satisfy the demand standard
set out in Section 220 and Delaware case law interpreting Section 220.0

F. FinancialDifficulty and the Sale ofSEN

In early 2009, Axcelis announced its failure to make a required
payment under an indenture agreement with U.S. Bank National

19

2

Compl. Ex. A.
Ex. B.

()Id.
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Association. In a move to raise needed capital, on February 26, 2009,
Axcelis agreed to sell its stake in SEN to SIl for approximately $136.6
million. 1 SI concluded its acquisition of Axcelis's 50% stake in SEN on
March 30, 2009. That day, Axcelis shares closed at a price of $0.41 per
share.
G. The Alleged Wrongdoing

Plaintiff alleges that there is a credible basis from which this Court
can infer that the Board breached its fiduciary duties to shareholders by: (1)
rebuffing the attempts by SHI to negotiate an acquisition of Axcelis for
more than 18 months; (2) subsequently rejecting two above-market
acquisition proposals from SHI as inadequate; (3) retaining three candidates
for the Board after a majority of the shareholders refused to support them,
allegedly for their failure to negotiate with SI; and (4) selling one of
Axcelis's most important assets, its stake in SEN, to SHI.
H. ProceduralHistory

The Plaintiff filed its Complaint on April 2, 2009, seeking to
compel inspection of certain Axcelis books and records pursuant to 8 Del.
C. § 220. Axcelis answered on May 1, 2009.
The parties filed a Joint Stipulation of Uncontested Facts and have
both submitted opening, and answering, pre-trial briefing. A one-day trial
was held on July 8, 2009. No witnesses were presented at trial; the
proceeding was the functional equivalent of an oral argument after a trial
based on a paper record.
This is the Court's post-trial opinion.

21

J. Stip.

50.
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III. DISCUSSION
A. Applicable Standard
A stockholder of a Delaware corporation has a right to inspect the
books and records of the corporation under 8 Del. C. § 220. However, that
right is not unlimited. The stockholder must first satisfy certain technical
requirements for inspecting books and records, and then must demonstrate a
proper purpose for the inspection.2222 The statute defines a "proper purpose"
as "a purpose reasonably related to such person's interest as a
stockholder." 23 Because the Plaintiff demands inspection of books and
records, instead of the corporation's stock ledger or list of stockholders, it
bears the burden of proving a proper purpose. 24
Our courts have recognized that investigation of suspected
wrongdoing on the part of a corporation's management or board is a proper
purpose for inspection of the corporation's books and records. Yet, a
plaintiff must do more than simply state its suspicion of wrongdoing; a
Section 220 demand made merely on the basis of suspicion or curiosity is
insufficient. 25 Rather, the plaintiff must present "some evidence to suggest
a credible basis from which [this Court] can infer that mismanagement,
waste, or wrongdoing may have occurred." 2 6 This "credible basis" standard
has been described as "'the lowest possible burden of proof in Delaware
jurisprudence." 2 7 The plaintiff may make a credible showing that legitimate
issues of wrongdoing might exist "through documents, logic, testimony or
otherwise," 2 8 and is not required to prove any wrongdoing actually
occurred.
B. Has the PlaintiffDemonstrateda ProperPurpose?
The Plaintiff here seeks an inspection of Axcelis's books and
records for the purpose of investigating whether members of the Board have
breached their fiduciary duties in connection with: (1) the Board's decision
to retain the Three Directors whose resignations had been tendered to the

22

There is no dispute over the Plaintiffs compliance with the formal requirements of
Section 220.
238 Del. C. §220(b).
248 Del. C. §220(c).
25Seinfeldv. Verizon Comnic'ns, Inc., 909 A.2d 117, 120 (Del. 2006).
26Id. at 118 (internal quotation marks omitted).
27 lelzer v. CNET Networks, Inc., 934 A.2d 912, 917
n.19 (Del. Ch. 2007) (quoting
Seinfeld, 907 A.2d at 123).
28Sec. First Corp. v. U.S. Die Casting& Dev. Co., 687 A.2d 563, 568 (Del.
1997).
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Board in accordance with prevailing Board policy following an annual
meeting; and (2) the Board's handling of SHI's acquisition proposals. Each
basis is addressed in turn.
1. The Board's Decision to Retain the Three Directors
According to the Plaintiff, the Board members retained the Three
Directors for the purpose of entrenching those directors and themselves in
office.30 The Plaintiff argues that, because of this "interference" with the
shareholder franchise for the purpose of entrenchment, the Board must
bear the heavy burden of justifying its actions under the compelling
justification standard found in Blasius Indus., Inc. v. Atlas Corp.32
Alternatively, the Plaintiff argues that the Board must justify its actions
under the reasonable and proportionate standard of Unocal Corp. v. Mesa
Petroleum Co. because the decision to retain the Three Directors was a
defensive measure designed to defeat or impede a change of control.34
The Court does not need to address the proper substantive standard
of review surrounding a board's behavior under these Pfizer-type policies
because the Plaintiff fails to demonstrate any credible basis from which the
Court might infer the foundational assumptions upon which the Plaintiffs
theory rests: that the Board's decision to retain the Three Directors was
either motivated by entrenchment or was defensive in nature.
There is no support in the record of any entrenchment motive. Only
the Plaintiffs bare accusations suggest such a motive, and mere accusations
are insufficient. The Plaintiff has not shown why the Court should suspect
that the independent, 36 outside director members of the Board were
motivated to perpetuate the Three Directors in office. The Three Directors

Plaintiff argues that the combination ofthe Board's actions involving SHI and the
May 1, 2008, election should be viewed as a unitary predicate from which wrongdoing might be
inferred. While discussion of the events is presented separately, the Court has viewed the facts in
the aggregate as well and cannot agree with the Plaintiff The sum here is no greater than its
constituent parts.
3oCompl. 23.
31
Pl.'s Pre-trial Br. at 13-14.
32564 A.2d 651 (Del. Ch. 1988).
33493 A.2d 946 (Del. 1985).
34The Court presumes for the purposes ofthis action, but does not decide, that, were the
heightened standards ofeither Unocal or Blasius to apply, some credible suspicion ofwrongdoing
would implicitly exist.
3
-See Gantler v. Stevens, 965 A.2d 695, 707 (Del. 2009).
6Six ofAxcelis's seven directors are outside directors not employed by the Company,
and each is considered independent for purposes of the NASDAQ rules. Def's Ans. Br. at Ex. 2
(Axcelis Proxy Statement on Schedule 14A (Mar. 27, 2008)).
29The
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were properly reelected to the Board under Delaware corporate law's
plurality voting provisions. With this fact the Plaintiffs do not, and cannot,
disagree. However, because a certain number of shareholders withheld their
votes, a Board-enacted governance policy was triggered requiring each of
the Three Directors to submit their resignation to a Board designated
committee, which would then recommend whether the Board should, it its
sole discretion, accept the resignations. The Plaintiff argues that a sufficient
number of shareholders withheld their votes in reliance on, and out of a
desire to trigger, the Policy. If so, they were successful; these shareholders
achieved their desired goal and the Policy was triggered.
The problem for the Plaintiff is that the Policy vested discretion
whether to accept the resignations of the Three Directors in the Board. By
refusing to accept these resignations, the Board effectuated the results of a
valid shareholder election. There is no evidence that the Board identified,
and then sought to thwart, the will of the shareholder franchise by refusing
to accept the resignations of the Three Directors.
The Plaintiff argues that the Board's purported justifications for the
retention of the Three Directors under the Policy is not logically consistent
with the record, and that this inconsistency creates a credible basis from
which the Court might infer wrongdoing in the form of a breach of the
Board's duty of loyalty. The Plaintiff identifies this alleged inconsistency
as follows: SHI claims in its public statements to have attempted to
negotiate with the Axcelis Board for nearly two years, but was repeatedly
rebuffed. However, the Board justifies retention of the Three Directors as
essential to moving forward with any negotiations with SHI.38 This alleged
inconsistency is not a sufficiently credible basis from which the Court might
infer wrongdoing.
Moving forward with negotiations with SHI was not the sole
justification for the retention of the Three Directors. The Board also
credited their experience and knowledge regarding the management of
Axcelis, as well as the fact that they served on a number of key Axcelis
committees.
The record demonstrates that, throughout the prior
negotiations with SHI, the Board insisted on some form of confidentiality
agreement before moving forward-a request SHI avoided. Soon after the
Board's decision to retain the Three Directors was made, Axcelis and SHI
entered into a confidentiality agreement and negotiations proceeded, albeit
unsuccessfully. In short, the purported justifications for the retention of the

Pl's Pre-trial Br. at 13.
3 Id.
3
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Three Directors are not materially inconsistent with the record and do not
demonstrate a credible basis from which to infer wrongdoing.
Nevertheless, the Plaintiff argues that the Board's exercise of
discretion under the Policy warrants heightened scrutiny and a suspicion of
wrongdoing. The Plaintiff s logic is not sufficiently credible to support such
suspicion. The Plaintiffs position would require this Court to accept the
theory that mere shareholder reliance upon a board-enacted governance
policy could effectively rewrite the voting provisions contained in a
corporation's by-laws. The Axcelis By-laws provide for director election by
plurality vote, 39 and the interposition of the Board's discretionary review
required by the Policy cannot change that fact simply because the
shareholders who chose to withhold their votes wish it to be so. Perhaps
certain shareholders withheld their votes for the purpose of symbolically
demonstrating their lack of confidence in the Board. If the purpose was the
removal of the Three Directors, then those shareholders would have been
better served by supporting an alternative slate of directors in the May 2008
election. A poor strategic choice cannot be the basis of a Section 220 action.
It further appears that the Plaintiffs position would require this
Court to subject Axcelis to the burden of a Section 220 request merely for
having adopted the Policy, and exercising its discretion under it in fidelity
with Axcelis's By-laws. Unless enacting the Policy and then acting in
accordance with it constitutes credible evidence ofvwrongdoing, the Plaintiff
has failed to demonstrate the requisite credible basis to suspect wrongdoing
under Delaware's Section 220 jurisprudence. If mere acting in accordance
with the terms of a Pfizer-style policy is to be found credible evidence of
wrongdoing, then its death knell has been rung. Reasonable people might
disagree as to the utility and propriety of the Policy. However, this Court is
not prepared to eliminate functionally its use at this juncture. Merely
pointing out the Board's exercise of discretion under the Policy-an
exercise which ultimately effectuated the shareholder franchise-is not
credible evidence of wrongdoing on this record. The Three Directors took
office, duly elected by a plurality of Axcelis shareholders. The ultimate
result under the Policy was the result of the shareholder franchise, not an
interference with it. Absent the Policy, the result of the May 2008 election
would have been no different.
The Plaintiff s attempt to paint the retention of the Three Directors
as a defensive measure requiring the application of Unocal is equally

The Axcelis By-Laws provide that "[a]ny election by stockholders shall be
determined by a plurality of the votes cast by the stockholders entitled to vote at the election."
Def's Ans. Br. at Ex. 1.
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unavailing. There was no present threat to corporate control at the time of
the May 2008 election. There is no evidence that the Board disloyally
desired to fend off SHI's advances. Indeed, the record demonstrates the
opposite. Soon after the reelection of the Three Directors, the Board
engaged SHI in further acquisition discussions and executed a
confidentiality agreement, the absence of which had previously hindered
negotiations. There is no credible basis from which the Court might infer
that the Board's negotiations were conducted in bad faith. Failed
negotiations, without more, do not form a credible basis supporting an
inference of wrongdoing. In short, the Plaintiff has not demonstrated a
logically credible basis from which wrongdoing might be inferred from the
Board's retention of the Three Directors under the Policy.
2. The Board's Handling of SHI's Acquisition Proposals
Likewise, there is no credible evidence that rejecting SHI's two
acquisition proposals was a defensive action requiring the application of the
enhanced judicial scrutiny of Unocal. "Rejecting an acquisition offer,
without more, is not 'defensive action' under Unocal."4 0 Further, there is no
credible basis from which the Court can infer any wrongdoing in the
Board's rejection of the two proposals from SHI.
The record demonstrates that the Board rejected two proposals from
SHI before Axcelis's May 1, 2008, annual meeting. The first proposal was
rejected for a number of reasons, not the least of which was the Board's
opinion that it failed to adequately value the Company. The propriety of this
finding is supported by SHI's subsequent proposal increasing its offer by
nearly $1.00 per share.
Axcelis also rejected SHI's second offer. Again, the Board pointed
to insufficient consideration, particularly in light of its opinion that
increased market share was ripe for the taking. Importantly, underlying the
rejection of both this proposal and the earlier SH proposal was the inability
to negotiate successfully a confidentiality agreement that would enable the
two companies to exchange necessary information. It is not the Court's
function in a Section 220 action to speculate as to a particular board's
motives. However, the Court notes that, after a confidentiality agreement
was reached between the parties, SHI was unwilling to submit a timely
proposal for Axcelis at any price.
The Plaintiff points to the Board's unwillingness to extend proposal
deadlines for SHI to submit a revised proposal as firther support for an

4

"Gantler, 965 A.2d at 705 n.23.
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inference of wrongdoing. Yet, again, there is no basis from which this Court
can infer that decision was anything other than a good faith business
decision. That the Plaintiff might have arrived at a different decision does
-41
not suggest wrongdoing.
To be sure, Axcelis has experienced a precipitous drop in its per
share trading price since February 2008, when SHI made its first overture. It
is not unreasonable-in the general sense-that the Plaintiff desires to
discover how and why this loss of value occurred. Once its per share price
had reached its nadir, Axcelis was forced to sell its stake in SEN, one of its
valued assets. That the transaction was conducted with SI, the very entity
seeking to acquire Axcelis, understandably increases the Plaintiffs desire to
discover what happened.
Nevertheless, the Plaintiff must point the Court to something other
than a precipitous drop in stock price before Section 220 inspection rights
may be granted. Otherwise, Delaware corporations would be universally
subject to the very burdens Section 220 was carefully designed to protect
against. Perhaps the Board made poor business decisions in its dealings
with SHI. Because the Plaintiff has not demonstrated any basis from which
this Court might infer wrongdoing in those decisions, its Section 220
request must be denied.
IV. CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, this action will be dismissed and
judgment will be entered in favor of the Company. An implementing order
will be entered.

41
Seinfeld, 909 A.2d at 120 ("a disagreement with the business judgment of [the board].
is not evidence of wrongdoing").
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CREDIT SUISSE SECURITIES USA LLC V. WEST COAST
OPPORTUNITY FUND LLC
No. (5107-VCN)
Court of Chancery of the State ofDelaware, New Castle

July 30, 2009
Daniel B. Rath, Esquire and Rebecca L. Butcher, Esquire of Landis Rath &
Cobb LLP, Wilmington, Delaware and Allan N. Taffet, Esquire and Brian
A. Burns, Esquire of Duval & Stachenfeld LLP, New York, New York, of
counsel, for plaintiff.
Peter B. Ladig, Esquire and Kara M. Swasey, Esquire of Bayard, P.A.,
Wilmington, Delaware, for defendant.
NOBLE, Vice Chancellor

An individual signs a "lockup" agreement prohibiting him from
pledging or otherwise transferring, "directly or indirectly," stock in a
publicly traded company. He personally owns no such stock. He signs his
name; underneath his signature is a title line designating him has "Chief
Executive Officer." The pending dispute is about the pledge of shares of
the publicly traded company owned by a limited liability company, which
does not have a chief executive officer. The stock, thus, is held neither by
the signatory to the Lockup Agreement in his individual capacity nor by a
corporation of which he is the chief executive officer. The individual is,
however, the sole member and manager of the limited liability company.
The limited liability company subsequently pledges the shares as security
for a margin account. A party entitled to enforce the lockup agreement has
contested the efficacy of the pledge, and the creditor now seeks a
declaration that the lockup agreement cannot be invoked to deprive it of the
security which it took in good faith as an inducement to extend credit.
One side asks the question of whether the lockup agreement, which
makes no mention of the limited liability company, can be read, through its
"directly or indirectly" language, to preclude the pledge of the shares held
by the limited liability company as security for its debt. The other side
simply asks how the limited liability company can be bound by an
agreement to which it is not a party and which does not purport to restrict its
actions.
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I. BACKGROUND

Plaintiff Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC ("Credit Suisse"), a
Delaware limited liability company, is a broker dealer engaging in securities
brokerage and financial advisory services. In July 2008, Investment Hunter
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company ("Investment Hunter"), pledged
shares (the "Pledged Shares") of GreenHunter Energy, Inc.
("GreenHunter"). With the Pledged Shares, Investment Hunter established
a margin account (the "Margin Account") and borrowed substantial sums
from Credit Suisse.I Investment Hunter, in the agreement establishing the
Margin Account, represented to Credit Suisse that:
The [Pledged] Shares are fully paid for and the
undersigned is the conditional beneficial owner of the
[Pledged] Shares, free and clear of any security interest,
claim or charge. The [Pledged] Shares are registered in the
name of the undersigned, no other person or entity has an
interest in the [Pledged] Shares and the undersigned has
the full right, power and authority to sell, pledge, transfer
and deliver the [Pledged] Shares.2
That agreement was signed by Gary C. Evans ("Evans") in his
capacity as manager of Investment Hunter. Within a few months, the market
value of the Pledged Shares had dropped significantly, and Credit Suisse
issued a margin call. Evans is also Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, and
President of GreenHunter. In March 2007, Defendant West Coast
Opportunity Fund, LLC ("WCOF") 3 and others (collectively the "2007
Investors") invested in GreenHunter in accordance with a Securities
Purchase Agreement 4 which was accompanied by a Registration Rights
Agreement.5 Pursuant to Section 2.7(r) of the Registration Rights
Agreement, GreenHunter was required to deliver a lockup agreement from

The Margin Account is actually through Pershing LLC which also loaned the funds to
Investment Hunter. The loans were arranged by Credit Suisse which bears the full risk ofloss and
holds collection rights, including the claimed rights to seize and to sell the Pledged Shares. For
simplicity, no further reference will be made to Pershing LLC. No one has suggested that Credit
Suisse is limited here because of the way in which the loan has been structured.
2Stock Borrower's Agreement,
1, quoted at Compl. 19.
WCOF, also a Delaware limited liability company, engages in asset management.
4
The Securities Purchase Agreement appears at Defs.' Opening Br. Ex. A. It is
governed by Texas law. Id. § 9(a).
The Registration Rights Agreement appears atDefs.' Opening Br. Ex. B. It is governed
by Delaware law. Id § 12.
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Evans (the "Lockup Agreement") 6 (as well as from other executives)
prohibiting the transfer of GreenHunter stock for a period of 360 days
following the date when the Securities and Exchange Commission declared
an anticipated registration statement effective. Evans executed the Lockup
Agreement on March 9, 2007. It provides in pertinent part:
To induce [the 2007 Investors] to enter into the proposed
transactions with [GreenHunter], the undersigned hereby
agrees that, without the prior consent of [West Coast] on
behalf of the [2007 Investors], he will not, during the
period commencing on the date hereof and ending 360
days after the Effective Date, (1) offer, pledge, sell,
contract to sell, sell any option or contract to purchase,
purchase any option or contract to sell, grant any option,
right or warrant to purchase, lend, or otherwise transfer or
dispose of, directly or indirectly, any shares of Common
Stock or any securities convertible into or exercisable or
exchangeable for Common Stock or (2) enter into any
swap or other arrangement that transfers to another, in
whole or in part, any of the economic consequences of
ownership of Common Stock whether any such transaction
described in clause (1) or (2) above is to be settled by
delivery of Common Stock or such other securities, in cash
or otherwise.
Evans signed the Lockup Agreement as follows:
Name: Gary C. Evans Title: Chief Executive Officer
No company name was provided.
On October 10, 2007, Evans disclosed, through a filing with the
Securities and Exchange Commission, that all of his holdings in
GreenHunter were held indirectly by Investment Hunter. Evans is the sole
owner, member, and manager of Investment Hunter.8
Evans, after receipt of the margin call to Investment Hunter,
directed GreenHunter's counsel to respond to Credit Suisse. 9 From that

6

Compl. Ex. A.
Burns Aff Ex. A. Investment Hunter acquired these shares from Wind Hunter, LLC on
December 6, 2006, three months prior to the execution of the Lockup Agreement. Compl. 35.
'Id. 4.
9
The role of GreenHunter's counsel is a curious one. Credit Suisse alleged that
GreenHunter's counsel, a few days before execution of the Margin Agreement, had opined to
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response, Credit Suisse learned that WCOF, the "principal shareholder" of
GreenHunter, objected to any sale of the Pledged Shares to meet the margin
delinquency and that GreenHunter would instruct its transfer agent to place
a stop order on any GreenHunter shares owned by Investment Hunter.10 The
objection was based on the Lockup Agreement.
II. PROCEDURAL HISTORY AND CONTENTIONS
Credit Suisse filed a two-count Complaint in this Court on February
17, 2009. By Count I, Credit Suisse seeks a declaration that the Lockup
Agreement does not prohibit a transfer of the Pledged Shares to Credit
Suisse. By Count II, Credit Suisse seeks damages for WCOF's interference
with its contract with Investment Hunter. WCOF filed an answer on March
10, 2009. Credit Suisse moved for partial judgment on the pleadings as to
Count I on March 25,2009. WCOF moved forjudgment on the pleadings as
to both counts the same day. This memorandum opinion resolves both
motions.
This is a case which turns on how the "question presented" is
framed. According to Credit Suisse, the question is whether Investment
Hunter is somehow bound through application of the Lockup Agreement
and thereby precluded from transferring the Pledged Shares. According to
WCOF, the question is whether Evans can accomplish through Investment
Hunter that which he personally agreed to refrain from doing either directly
or indirectly.
III. DISCUSSION
A. Applicable Legal Standards"

Credit Suisse that, as Investment Hunter had represented in the Stock Borrower's Agreement (at
paragraph 1), the Pledged Shares were not subject to any claims by third parties and that "full
right, power, and authority to sell, pledge, transfer, and deliver the [Pledged] Shares" existed. Id.
21. Counsel also represented that the Pledged Shares were "eligible to be sold" to satisfy any
margin delinquency. Id. 22.
10To be clear, Credit Suisse alleges that Evans, who had signed the documents pledging
Investment Hunter's shares, later instructed GreenHunter's counsel to advise Credit Suisse that
Credit Suisse could not look to the Pledged Shares for satisfaction of the margin delinquency.
1The parties address the question of whether this dispute is governed by Texas law or
Delaware law (or possibly, but unlikely, California law). They, however, agree that the choice of
laws question need not be resolved for the purposes of the pending motions because either Texas
or Delaware law applies, and they are not in conflict as to the general principles under
consideration. Pl's Opening Br. at 7 Def.'s Answering Br. at 2 n.2. See also Eon Labs Mfg., Inc. v.
Reliance Jns. Co., 756 A.2d 889, 892 (Del. 2000).
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Under Court of Chancery Rule 12(c), "[a]fter the pleadings are
closed but within such time as not to delay the trial, any party may move for
judgment on the pleadings." A motion for judgment on the pleadings may
be granted if no material issue of fact exists and where the moving party is
entitled to judgment as a matter of law. In ruling on cross-motions for
judgment on the pleadings, the Court must view the facts pled and the
inferences to be drawn from them in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party. 12 The Court need not, however, accept as true conclusory
assertions unsupported by specific factual allegations. The Court may
consider the unambiguous terms of exhibits attached to the pleadings and
those incorporated into them by reference. 14 If, after these principles are
applied, there is no material question of fact and the movant is entitled to
judgment as a matter of law, its motion will be granted.15
This controversy involves the interpretation of the Lockup
Agreement. Delaware adheres to the "objective" theory of contracts, i.e. a
contract's construction should be that which would be understood by an
objective, reasonable third party.16 Thus, "[c]ontract terms themselves will
be controlling when they establish the parties' common meaning so that a
reasonable person in the position of either party would have no expectations
inconsistent with the contract language."17
B. Signing Capacity and PartiesBound

The act which WCOF seeks to nullify is a pledge of the Pledged
Shares. That was the act of Investment Hunter, as the owner of the shares. It
was Investment Hunter which borrowed the money (incurred the margin
indebtedness) and provided security for the loan. Thus, the question which
must be answered is whether Investment Hunter was limited in its ability to
post shares of GreenHunter as collateral.
Evans signed the Lockup Agreement in his personal capacity, and
neither as the Chief Executive Officer of GreenHunter, nor as the manager
of Investment Hunter. The parties both agree on this point.18 The Lockup

12

Desert Equities, Inc. v. Morgan Stanley Leveraged Equity Fund,IL L.P., 624 A.2d
1199, 1205 (Del. 1993).
13
H-M WexfordLLC v. Encorp, Inc., 832 A.2d 129, 139 (Del. Ch. 2003).
14E.g., RagAn. Coal Co. v. AEIRes., Inc., 1999 WL 1261376, at *9 n.33 (Del. Ch. Dec.
7, 1999).
15Desert Equities, 624 A.2d at 1205.
16
Canterav. MarriottSenior Living Serv., Inc., 1999 WL 118823, at *4 (Del. Ch. Feb.
18, 1999).
17Eagle Indus., Inc. v. DeVilbiss Health Care, Inc., 702 A.2d 1228, 1232 (Del. 1997).
Pl.'s Opening Br. at 7, Def's Opening Br. at 9.
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Agreement makes no mention of either GreenHunter or Investment Hunter.
That Evans indicated a title of "Chief Executive Officer" below his name
does not change the result.19
Although Evans holds the title of Chief Executive Officer at
GreenHunter, there is nothing on the face of the Lockup Agreement
evincing an intent on the part of Evans to act in that capacity. 20
Accordingly, Evans executed the Lockup Agreement in his personal
capacity.
Evans does not own the GreenHunter stock in question. It is
entirely the property of Investment Hunter, and Evans's status as a member
does not alter this fact. 21 Evans did not sign the Lockup Agreement in his
capacity as a member or manager of Investment Hunter, and there is, as
noted, no evidence of an intent to act in that capacity. Therefore, the
Lockup Agreement does not serve to bind Investment Hunter. "[T]he
ordinary rule is that only the formal parties to a contract are bound by its
terms." 22 Because Investment Hunter is not a party to the Lockup
Agreement it is not bound by it. Evans cannot encumber property he does
not own. WCOF, thus, cannot prevent Investment Hunter's transfer of
GreenHunter stock to Credit Suisse in satisfaction of the margin call by
virtue of the Lockup Agreement. 23

1See Wood v. PennTex Res., L.P., 458 F. Supp. 2d 355, 363 (S. D. Tex. 2006)
(discussing a corporate title's inclusion with an individual's signature as descriptiopersonae;used
to indicate who the person is, not his capacity); see also Johnson v. Bondy, 232 N.E. 2d 176 (Ill.
App. 1967). Even if Evans's use of the title of Chief Executive Officer were construed to bind (or
evidence representation of) an entity, the entity would be GreenlHunter and not Investment Hunter.
20
See Jesselsonv. OutletAssocs. of Wilhamsburg, Ltd. P'ship., 784 F. Supp. 1223, 122930 (E.D. Va. 1991) ("Under New York law, where a contract is signed by an individual who does
not indicate therein that he is signing as an agent on behalf of a disclosed principal, the individual
is deemed to be contracting on his own behalf"); but see Ray v. Harris,2008 WL 2410208 (Del.
Super. Feb. 26, 2008) (corporation liable, and individual not liable, on contract plainly intended to
bind corporation despite signature line lacking an indication of signatory capacity).
216 Del. C. § 18-701 ("A limited liability company interest is personal property. A
member has no interest in specific limited liability company property.").
22
Alliance Data Sys. Corp. v. Blackstone CapitalPartners VL.P., 963 A.2d 746, 760
(Del. Ch. 2009).
23WCOF, in its Answering Brief, at page 3, contends that "general industry usage"
supports its interpretation of the Lockup Agreement. Perhaps that is correct, but WCOF, other
than a conclusory assertion in a brief, has not backed up that claim and offered the Court any basis
for determining that industry usage should guide its reading of the Lockup Agreement.
Similarly, WCOF argues at some length that Investment Hunter should be viewed as the
alter ego of Evans and that Investment Hunter should be equitably estopped from pledging its
shares of GreenHunter. WCOF accurately points out that such theories are generally fact intensive
and not readily subject to resolution on a motion for judgment on the pleadings. The difficulty
with WCOF's contention is that it did not plead the facts necessary to put the alter ego and
equitable estoppel arguments at issue. For example, WCOF argues that "there is no information in
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Perhaps WCOF and Evans intended that the Lockup Agreement
prohibit the very behavior Evans is alleged to have engaged in. Yet, nothing
on the face of the Lockup Agreement evinces such an intent to bind
Investment Hunter or any other entity with which Evans has a relationship.
Instead, it binds only Evans.
West Coast argues that the Lockup Agreement prohibits Evans
from, among other things, pledging GreenHunter shares no matter who
owns them by virtue of the phrase "directly or indirectly" included in the
Lockup Agreement. Although the parties vigorously debate the proper
effect to be given to this language in this context, the Court does not need to
decide that interpretative issue, given the posture of this controversy.
Having determined that Investment Hunter is not bound by the Lockup
Agreement, and thus that West Coast cannot interrupt the transfer of Green
Hunter shares to Credit Suisse, the Court's task is complete. It may well be
that Evans violated the Lockup Agreement by effectuating Investment
Hunter's pledge of GreenHunter shares. Evans however, is not before this
Court, and determining whether he violated the Lockup Agreement by
pledging the GreenHunter shares owned by Investment Hunter is not
necessary. 24
As between the parties to this litigation, WCOF may not prevent
Investment Hunter from transferring its shares of GreenHunter stock to
the Complaint to assume that Investment Hunter is adequately capitalized." Def's Answering Br.
at 8. It is, however, WCOF's obligation to put such facts before the Court; it is not Credit Suisse's
responsibility to plead a negative (i.e., that Investment Hunter is not inadequately capitalized) in
this instance. One can argue that a limited liability company with one, and only one, owner,
member and manager should be treated as the same as (or the alter ego of) that individual. After
all, the limited liability company can only act through that individual. The limited liability
company-at least in the absence of factual allegations supporting "piercing the veil," fraud, or the
like-is a separate legal entity and that status must be respected. That Evans agreed not to do
indirectly what he could not do directly does not change that principle. Investment Hunter is not
bound and only the obligation of Investment Hunter is before the Court. Evans's conduct, however,
may be subject to a less favorable reading.
Also, WCOF tendered a ripeness affirmative defense. Perhaps that defense has been
abandoned; in any event, there is a ripe dispute for resolution. WCOF's conduct-or its view of
the Lockup Agreement-has frustrated Credit Suisse's exercise ofrights as to the Pledged Shares.
24
WCOF also asserted an affirmative defense raising the question of indispensable
parties under Court of Chancery Rules 12(b)(7) and 19. The Court addressed this issue at oral
argument, although it was not briefed. WCOF did not pursue its indispensable party argument and,
thus, the Court cannot be expected to address it substantively. The two potential indispensable
parties are Investment Hunter, which as a Delaware limited liability company is subject to the
Court's jurisdiction, and Evans who, based on representations of counsel, may not be subject to the
Court's personal jurisdiction. Cf 6 Del. C. § 18-109. Given the Court's view ofthe proper question
presented by the pending motions, the indispensable party argument is of lesser moment. If the
question were whether Evans had himself violated the Lockup Agreement, then his absence would
have been more troublesome because, in order for WCOF to prevail, the Court first would have
had to conclude that Evans, in fact, breached the Lockup Agreement.
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Credit Suisse because WCOF has not bound Investment Hunter by the
Lockup Agreement. Judgment on the pleadings as to Count I of Credit
Suisse's complaint will be granted in favor of Credit Suisse. Conversely,
WCOF's motion as to Count I will be denied.
C. Tortious Interference with Contract
With the conclusion that WCOF may not rely upon the Lockup
Agreement to frustrate Investment Hunter's transfer of the Pledged Shares,
WCOF's motion for judgment on the pleadings as to Count II must be
denied. Only if all material facts are undisputed is judgment on the
pleadings appropriate, 25 and, for example, WCOF has denied Credit Suisse's
allegation that it instructed Green Hunter to issue the stop transfer order
preventing Investment Hunter's satisfaction of its obligations to Credit
Suisse. 26
IV. CONCLUSION

Accordingly, for the foregoing reasons, the Plaintiffs Motion for
Judgment on the Pleadings as to Count I of its complaint is granted. The
Defendant's Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings is denied as to both
Count I and Count II. An implementing order will be entered.

25Desert Equities, Inc., 624 A.2d at 1205.
26

Ans. 30. WCOF argued in its briefing that Credit Suisse is not entitled to judgment
on the pleadings for Count 11.Credit Suisse evidently agrees because it did not seek judgment on
the pleadings with respect to Count I.
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MANGANO V. PERICOR THERAPEUTICS, INC.
No. 3777-VCN
Court of Chancery of the State ofDelaware, New Castle

December 1, 2009
David J. Margules, Esquire and Sean M. Brennecke, Esquire of Bouchard
Margules & Friedlander, P.A., Wilmington, Delaware, and Larry D. Blust,
Esquire, Marc S. Silver, Esquire, and Tina M. Paries, Esquire of Barnes &
Thornburg LLP, Chicago, Illinois, of counsel, for plaintiff.
Anne C. Foster, Esquire and Jennifer J. Veet, Esquire of Richards, Layton
& Finger, P.A., Wilmington, Delaware, and Myron Kirschbaum, Esquire of
Kaye Scholer LLP, New York, New York, of counsel, for Defendant
PeriCor Therapeutics, Inc.
William M. Lafferty, Esquire, Derek C. Abbott, Esquire, and Leslie A.
Polizoti, Esquire of Morris, Nichols, Arsht & Tunnell LLP, Wilmington,
Delaware, of counsel, for Defendant Vern Norviel.
NOBLE, Vice Chancellor

I. INTRODUCTION
Plaintiff Dennis T. Mangano, Ph.D., M.D. ("Mangano") holds a
substantial percentage of the shares of Defendant PeriCor Therapeutics, Inc.
("PeriCor" or the "Company"). Many of those shares were placed in a
voting trust (the "Voting Trust") that terminates when Mangano no longer
holds a beneficial interest in 45% of the Company's voting securities.
Mangano is also bound by a Stock Purchase Agreement, which restricts his
right to transfer his shares without having first offered them to the Company
under a right of first refusal. Transfers to family members are exempt from
the right of first refusal. Mangano transferred to his sister a sufficient
number of shares to reduce his stock ownership below 45% of the
outstanding securities. He then sought issuance of certificates for the shares
that had been subject to the Voting Trust and sought to vote those shares.
PeriCor, however, asserted that the shares transferred to Mangano's sister
were still held for his beneficial interest.
Mangano has filed a complaint in which he alleges that the Voting
Trust has terminated because of the transfer of shares to his sister. He also
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seeks an order issuing the share certificates to him. He has moved for partial
summary judgment on these claims.'
II. BACKGROUND

A.

The Partiesand their Relationship

Mangano co-founded PeriCor in 2004, and since that time has been
and remains a director and its single largest shareholder. By execution of a
Technology and Sublicense Agreement, dated January 12, 2005, the
Company acquired from Mangano the exclusive right to several chemical
compounds as well as the non-exclusive rights to the databases supporting
these compounds.2 In return, Mangano received 5,050,000 shares of
PeriCor, which constituted 85% of its founding stock.3 PeriCor issued
Mangano these shares pursuant to a Stock Purchase Agreement, dated
January 24, 2005 (the "SPA"). The SPA, adopted to reduce control-related
risks to other investors, provides PeriCor with a right of first refusal
whereby Mangano is obligated to offer any shares to the Company before
selling or otherwise disposing of the shares to a third party.4 The SPA,
however, exempts intra-family transfers, ostensibly as a convenience to the
shareholder for estate-planning purposes.
Mangano and PeriCor also entered into a Voting Trust Agreement
(the "VTA") on April 15, 2005, for the purpose of limiting Mangano's
control over the Company. 6 Under the VTA, Mangano transferred

IThis action was commenced under Section 225 ofthe Delaware General Corporation
Law after Mangano had attempted to vote his shares in favor of a slate of directors he proposed at
an annual meeting and was denied the opportunity to do so. This memorandum opinion does not
address any claims regarding the voting, as such, at the annual meeting.
2PeriCor is a biopharmaceutical company that develops certain cardioprotective
compounds known as adenosine regulating agents.
3
Aff of Richard R. Stover ("Stover Aff ") 8. Richard R. Stover co-founded PeriCor
with Mangano and is the Company's President and Chief Executive Officer, positions he has held
since January 2005.
S PA 5.
Id. at 5(f), Stover Aff 10. On April 13, 2005, Mangano transferred and assigned
more than 1,000,000 of his shares to Metabasis, the company from which Mangano originally had
acquired his license to the compounds later transferred to PeriCor. This stock transfer was
required as part of Mangano's license from Metabasis, "and was an integral part of PeriCor's
formation." After the transfer to Metabasis, Mangano owned 4,040,000 shares of PeriCor. Stover
Aff 14.
6
Stover Aff.
15-16. PeriCor sought this agreement to make itself more attractive to
outside investors. It claims that Mangano is affiliated with two entities, the Ischemia Research and
Education Foundation ("IREF") and the Multicenter Study of Perioperative 1schemia Research
("McSPI"), which engage in a similar line of business as PeriCor. PeriCor therefore sought the
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2,419,200 shares of his PeriCor stock to a voting trust (the "Trust") to be
administered by a trustee, in this instance, the Defendant Vern Norviel (the
"Trustee" or "Norviel"). The VTA obligated the Trustee to vote in
conformity with the majority of PeriCor's outstanding voting securities,
other than the shares held by the Trust (the "Trust Shares"). 7
The VTA lists several events that will result in the Trust's
termination. One such event is a diminution in Mangano's equity.
Specifically, the Trust terminates on the date on which Mangano's
beneficial interest drops below 45% of PeriCor's outstanding voting

securities.
Upon termination, the share certificates are, after some
prescribed paper shuffling, to be issued to Mangano.
B.

The Transfer to Magnotti

On April 1, 2008, Mangano requested that PeriCor transfer 200,500
shares to his sister, Roberta Magnotti ("Magnotti"); PeriCor effectuated the
transfer and subsequently recorded Magnotti as the holder of the transferred
shares on its stock ledger. 9 Mangano believed that the transfer dropped his
beneficial interest below 45% of the total PeriCor stock outstanding, and he
thereafter considered the Voting Trust terminated. He requested the return
of the PeriCor share certificates held by the Trustee, and forwarded the
equivalent of the Trust Share certificates to Norviel on April 26, 2008;10
Norviel, however, had resigned as trustee on April 24, 2008, at which time
he delivered the Trust Share certificates to PeriCor.11
C.

The Stockholders'Meeting

The Company held its annual meeting on May 23, 2008;12 during
the meeting, Mangano nominated his own slate of directors in opposition to
VTA to assure both outside investors and itself that the Company would not be subject to
Mangano's potential conflicts of interest. Id. at 16.
Voting Trust Agreement ("VTA") § 1.7. The parties agreed that the VTA is to be
governed by Delaware law. VTA § 3.2.
9VTA § 1.9(a). "Beneficial interest" is not a defined term within the VTA.
9
First Am. Verified Compl. (the "Compl.") 17; Stover Aff 39. Mangano transferred
these shares from that portion of his holdings that had not been placed in the Voting Trust.
10See infra note 65.
"Stover Aff. 36; Norviel Ans. 22; VTA § 1.8(a). The VTA permits the Trustee to
resign at any time. It also permits the Trustee to return the Trust Share Certificates to the
Company upon the Trust's termination "to be held subject to the surrender of such Trust
Certificates for the benefit of the person ... entitled thereto." Upon delivery to the Company, the
Trustee is "fully acquitted and discharged with respect to the shares." VTA § 1.9(b).
120n April 7, 2008, the Company sent its annual meeting notice, which established
April 4, 2008, as the record date for the May 23, 2008, meeting. Stover Aff 39.
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the group nominated by PeriCor's board.13 The PeriCor board also proposed
an amended stock option plan and an increase in the total number of
authorized shares. 14 Magnotti attended the meeting and voted in favor of
Mangano's proposed slate and against PeriCor's resolutions. Mangano
sought to vote the shares formerly held in the Voting Trust, which if
counted, would have allowed him to seat his nominees. PeriCor, while
counting Magnotti's votes, refused to consider the Trust terminated, and the
Trust Shares were therefore not voted as he had directed. As a result, the
Board's nominees won the contested seats. 16
III. THE PARTIES' CONTENTIONS

Mangano contends that the stock transfer to Magnotti lowered his
beneficial interest in PeriCor's voting securities from roughly 47% to
slightly less than 45%.17 According to Mangano, this transfer terminated
the Voting Trust, and, with termination, he acquired voting control over the
Trust Shares. He seeks a declaration that he is the beneficial owner of no
more than 45% ofPeriCor's outstanding securities; that the Voting Trust is
thereby terminated; and that he is now entitled to vote the 2,419,200 shares
that the Trust once held.' 8
Mangano moved for partial summary judgment. He argued that
there is no material question of fact that he is no longer the beneficial holder
of more than 45% of PeriCor's equity. The Court heard argument on this
motion and thereafter granted PeriCor leave to conduct limited discovery on
the issue of whether Mangano retained any beneficial interest in the shares
transferred to his sister. PeriCor has since deposed both Magnotti and
Mangano, after which the parties filed supplemental briefs.
PeriCor argues that Mangano retained a beneficial interest in the
shares transferred to his sister; and that for this reason, his beneficial
interest at all times has remained above 45% of PeriCor's outstanding
common stock; thus, the Trust never terminated. It contends that the term
"beneficial interest" is inherently ambiguous, and to interpret the term the

13Stover Aff.

42. Mangano was also nominated on the management slate.

14Id. at 40, Compl. 23.
15Compl. 28. Mangano alleges that PeriCor's stock ledger, as ofthe April 4, 2008
record date, continued to list Norviel as the holder of the 2,419,200 Trust Shares. Id. at 26.
6The proposals to amend the stock option plan and authorize additional shares both
failed even without the voting ofthe Trust Shares by Mangano. Compl. 30.
17Compl. 18.
18Compl.
45. Mangano also asks that the Trust Share certificates be physically
delivered to him.
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Court should look to the underlying purpose of the VTA. 19 PeriCor argues
that, because the parties intended for the VTA to prevent Mangano from
taking control of the Company, beneficial interest "must be interpreted in a
way that would prohibit Mangano from effecting a termination of the VTA
by transferring shares while maintaining effective voting control of at least
45% of PeriCor's stock." 20 It maintains that Mangano and Magnotti's
depositions support its position that Mangano continues to exercise
authority over the shares transferred to Magnotti.
PeriCor argues that Magnotti is unsophisticated in the medical and
pharmaceutical matters that drive PeriCor's business and uninformed as to
the Company's products and research activities; in addition, Magnotti is
"confused as to what she is able to do with her PeriCor shares, ... [and]
unaware that there is no public market for her shares." 21 It also contends
that Mangano serves as something of a patriarch within his extended family,
which looks to him for financial support. 22 PeriCor asserts that, given
Magnotti's abject lack of sophistication regarding the Company's affairs and
her brother's respected status in his family, Mangano could expect that his
sister would vote in accordance with his wishes.23 It concludes that
"although the transfer may have caused a change in the legal title to the
shares, it left Mangano's voting control, and therefore his beneficial interest,
undiminished." 24
If the Court determines that Mangano has retained no beneficial
interest in the shares transferred to his sister, PeriCor argues in the
alternative that Mangano cannot receive the share certificates deposited
with the Trust, and therefore cannot vote these shares until a succeeding
trustee is duly appointed; it claims that Mangano has thus far frustrated
PeriCor's attempts to appoint a successor trustee. Lastly, PeriCor asserts the

19

Def PeriCor's Suppl. Br. in Opp'n to Pl.'s Mot. for Partial Summ. J. ("Def's Suppl.
Br.") at 23 ("[T]he term 'beneficial interest' is, at best, ambiguous and its meaning depends on
context.").
20
Def.'s Suppl. Br. at 25.
21See Def's Suppl. Br. at 4-12 (arguing that Magnotti's deposition demonstrated her lack
of knowledge about the Company, her lack of any business experience, her misunderstanding of
the shares' value and ability to be sold, and confusion regarding the election.)
22
See Mangano Tr. 67 (stating that he had provided his brother with $50,000 to
$100,000 in financial assistance "over the years" and that he had given roughly $250,000 to his
other family members).
23Def's Suppl. Br. at 30. In fact, Mangano testified at deposition that he would have
been surprised if his sister had not voted in favor of his slate. See Mangano Tr. 174 ("Of course
you are surprised when people you know are running for something and if you have respect for
them versus people you don't know, if you think they are equally competent, one would be
surprised that you don't vote for them . . .
24
Def's Suppl. Br. at 30.
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equitable defense of "unclean hands" on the premise that Mangano seeks
control of PeriCor solely to advance his own interests and those of his
affiliates.
IV. ANALYSIS
This case turns on the meaning of beneficial interest. Although
"beneficial interest" is a term laden with ambiguity, in this context-a
contract to be interpreted under state law-it at least implies the existence
of some enforceable right or benefit. There is, accordingly, nothing
ambiguous about whether Mangano maintains a beneficial interest in the
shares transferred to Magnotti because PeriCor has put forth no facts that
create a genuine issue as to whether he retained some actual right in the
shares transferred to his sister. Although Mangano may anticipate that
Magnotti will vote alongside him most of the time, she is under no
obligation to do so and, except for the right of first refusal retained by
PeriCor, has taken full legal and equitable title to the shares. Thus, under no
reasonable interpretation of the term could it be said that Mangano retained
a "beneficial interest" in his sister's stock.
A.

Standard on a Motion for Summary Judgment and a Word on
Ambiguity

In deciding a motion for summary judgment, the Court must view
the facts in a light most favorable to the nonmoving party, while imposing
on the moving party the burden of demonstrating that there are no material
facts in dispute. 26 Summary judgment will be granted when the record
indicates that no material fact is in dispute or if there is no need to inquire
more thoroughly into the facts in order to clarify the application of law to
the circumstances. When interpretation of a contract is the Court's task, a
motion for summary judgment will only be granted when the contract is
-28
unambiguous.

25Mangano serves as the chief executive officer of IREF, see supra note 6, and his
involvement in IREF provided the specific impetus for the VTA, which was intended to assure
investors that Mangano would not control the Company and potentially subject it to his arguably
conflicted interests. PeriCor argues that Mangano is now attempting to take control of the
Company so that he may weaken it to IREF's benefit. Stover Aff 16.
26Bank of New York Mellon v. Realogy Corp., 979 A.2d 1113, 1119 (Del. Ch. 2008).
27Id. (quoting Ebersole v. Lowengrub, 180 A.2d 467, 470 (Del. 1962)).
28FiremesIns. Co. of Wash., D.C. v. Birch Pointe Condo Ass'n,
2009 WL 1515550, at
*2 (Del. Ch. May 29, 2009) (quoting United Rentals Inc. v. RAM Holdings, Inc., 937 A.2d 810,
830 (Del. Ch. 2007)).
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A term within a contract is ambiguous when "it is fairly susceptible
to two or more reasonable interpretations." 29 Only then may the Court look
to parol evidence; otherwise, it considers only the language of the contract
when determining the parties' intentions, and will give binding effect to its
evident meaning. 0 In general, when interpreting a contract between
sophisticated, represented parties, the Court is reluctant to read contractual
provisions into an agreement that could have been included by the parties
themselves.
B.

The Meaning ofBeneficial Interest

"Beneficial interest" can be considered an inherently ambiguous
term. Our case law makes clear that beneficial ownership or interest has no
"universal meaning," but is instead "a phrase of art which implies certain
relationships and attributes but which requires particularization before its
meaning can be precisely determined."3 2 In Sundlun v. Executive Aviation,
Inc., this Court held that the phrase "beneficial ownership" "requires
construction by the Court," and that the context in which the term is used
should shape its interpretation.
In Sundlun, the Court of Chancery found that a prior owner of
securities no longer had beneficial interest in the stock after it submitted its
shares to a trustee for liquidation. The stock was non-voting when held by
the initial holder, but could be converted to voting stock upon the transfer of
the initial holder's "beneficial interest."3 4 The liquidating trustee converted
the shares upon their receipt, which the plaintiffs contested on the ground
that, since the initial holder was entitled to the proceeds of the liquidation, it
retained some beneficial interest in the securities, and thus the shares could
not yet be converted. The Court found otherwise and held that the limits on
conversion were drafted to preclude the initial holder from voting its equity,
and thus "beneficial interest" in this context meant the power to vote or
control the shares. The Court concluded that, since the initial owner

29

Rhone-Poulenc Basic Chems. Co. v. Am. Motorists Ins. Co., 616 A.2d 1192, 1196
(Del. 1992).
3oAllied CapitalCorp. v. GC-Sun Holdings, L.P., 910A.2d 1020,1031 (Del. Ch. 2006).
3See HIFN,Inc. v. Intel Corp., 2007 WL 1309376, at *10 (Del. Ch. May 2, 2007)
(declining to read a time of the essence clause into the contract).
32
Sundlun v. Executive Aviation, Inc., 273 A.2d 282, 285 (Del. Ch. 1970).
33Id.; see also Anadarko Petrol. Corp. v. Panhandle E. Corp., 545 A.2d 1171, 1176
(Del. 1988) ("The concept of 'beneficial ownership' of stock, though somewhat inexact, is
contextually defined. . . .").
34
Sundlun, 273 A.2d at 284-85.
"Id. at 286-87.
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relinquished its vote to the liquidating trustee, beneficial interest had been
transferred and thus the shares could be converted.
Similarly, in Anadarko Petroleum Corp. v. Panhandle Eastern

Corp., the Supreme Court was tasked with determining whether the
prospective shareholders of a wholly-owned subsidiary were owed fiduciary
duties by the subsidiary's parent corporation after the parent declared a spinoff but before it actually issued the subsidiary's securities. 6 During this
interim time period, the parent corporation had entered into contracts with
the subsidiary that favored the parent, and did so while rights to acquire the
subsidiary's stock were being traded on the New York Stock Exchange on a
"when-issued" basis. 7 The parent, however, publicly disclosed its intention
to enter into these contracts when it announced the spin-off. Because of its
disclosure, the Court reasoned that the prospective shareholders had no
expectation that these detrimental contracts would not be entered into; it
consequently found that the prospective shareholders had no beneficial
interest in the stock for the purpose of being owed fiduciary duties by the
parent, despite their right to acquire the securities when issued.3 8
As shown above, context will shape whether a Court finds one
particular attribute dispositive and another irrelevant when deciding
whether there exists "beneficial interest"; however, the cases make clear that
the term still necessarily implies some right in the securities, be it the right
to vote or to expect to receive duties of loyalty and due care from a
fiduciary. 39 Indeed, "beneficial interest" or "beneficial ownership" is often
used to describe the tangible interests one has in securities held in trust or
held by a brokerage firm as record owner. 40 In these instances, the
"beneficial owner" is one who holds some equitable right in the securities.
This may include the full right to dividends or current income, or the right
(perhaps through one's heirs) to take full title based on some future event;
or, with securities held in "street name," the right to enjoy all benefits of
ownership except for raw legal title.

6

Anadarko, 545 A.2d at 1172.
at 1173.
Id. at 1176-77.
See id. at 1176 ("As applied in this case, beneficial ownership contemplates a
separation of legal and equitable ownership. Under this concept, the equitable or beneficial owner
possesses an economist interest in the subject property distinct from legal ownership or control.").
4
()See CME Group Inc. v. Chi. Bd. Options Exch., 2009 WL 1856693, at *5 (Del. Ch.
June 25, 2009) ("[T]he term "beneficial ownership[ ]" . . . is commonly understood to encompass
the notion of having the "true" ownership interest but with title held by another.")), see also
Black's Law Dictionary 156 (6th ed. 1990) (defining "beneficial interest" as the "[p]rofit, benefit,
or advantage resulting from a contract, or the ownership of an estate as distinct from the legal
ownership or control," and defining "beneficial owner" as "[o]ne who does not have legal title to
property but has rights in the property which are the normal incident of owning the property.").
3Id
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PeriCor would broaden this common definition, and it asks the
Court to apply the meaning of "beneficial interest" used under the federal
securities laws.41 Specifically, PeriCor cites to Section 13(d) of the
Securities Exchange Act, which requires "any person who is directly or
indirectly a beneficial owner" of more than five percent of beneficial
securities to disclose that information to the issuer, stock exchanges on
which the security is traded, and the Securities and Exchange
Commission. 42 The Securities and Exchange Commission has defined
"beneficial owner," "for the purposes of sections 13(d) and 13(g)" of the
Exchange Act to mean "any person who, directly or indirectly, through any
contract, arrangement, understanding, relationship, or otherwise has or
shares: (1) voting power which includes the power to vote, or to direct the
voting of, such security ....
PeriCor's reliance on the Exchange Act and its interpretive rules is
problematic for two reasons: 1) the parties expressly agreed that the contract
would be governed by Delaware law; 44 and 2) the policies that support
these laws are not applicable here. Section 13's disclosure requirements
were enacted "to alert the marketplace about every large, rapid aggregation
or accumulation of securities which might represent a potential shift in
corporate control."4 5 These provisions implement a "policy of full
disclosure" in an attempt to "protect investors engaged in the purchase and
sale of securities." 4 6 By mandating such broad disclosures, "shareholders
and the investing public" can make better "informed investment decisions"
based upon heightened knowledge of who exactly is in a position to

41See Def's Suppl. Br. at 25 ("[T]his court should look to case law construing beneficial
ownership in the context of voting and control issues, such as the federal securities law dealing
with control groups and voting blocs of stock.").
See 17 C.F.R. § 240.13d-3(a). ("For purposes of sections 13(d) and 13(g) of the
[Exchange] Act, a beneficial owner of a security includes any person who, directly or indirectly,
through any contact, arrangement, understanding, relationship, or otherwise has or shares: (1)
Voting power which includes the power to vote, or to direct the voting of such security.")
4215

U.S.C. § 78m(d).

4317 C.F.R.
44

4

§ 240.13d-3(a) (emphasis

added).

VTA §3.2

5Burlington Indus., Inc. v. Edelman, 666 F. Supp. 799, 807 (M.D.N.C. 1987) (citing
ChromalloyAm. Corp. v. Sun Chem. Corp., 611 F.2d 240, 248 (8th Cir. 1979)). The District Court
in Burlington further explained that Section 13, as part ofthe Williams Act, was put into place out
of concern for "'creeping acquisitions and open market or privately negotiated large block
purchases."' 666 F. Supp. at 807 (quoting Thomas Lee Hazen, The Law ofSecurities Regulation §
11.13 (1985)).
46
1d. (citing Sec. Exch. Comm'n v. CapitalGains Research Bureau, Inc., 375 U.S. 180,

186 (1963)).
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influence the corporation; in addition, management is in a better position to
"carefully and fully evaluate changes in control."4 7
The Commission's broad definition of "beneficial ownership" is
inapposite in this context. 48 Here, PeriCor does not need an expansive
reading of beneficial ownership or interest for its protection; the Company
could have protected itself when it drafted the Voting Trust Agreement. If it
had feared that Mangano would benefit from transferring shares to his sister
with whom he shared a strong relationship and who would likely vote in his
favor, it could have explicitly prohibited such transfers under the SPA.4 9
PeriCor knew, or should have known, that Mangano had the right to transfer
the shares to Magnotti as a result of the family member exception in that
agreement. It could also have defined "beneficial interest" within the VTA
to include shares held by family members instead of allowing the term to go
undefined. The Court will not read past the term's unambiguous limits
unless the parties have otherwise expressly defined beneficial interest to go
beyond those boundaries.
Mangano has no "beneficial interest" under the term's commonly
understood meaning as he retained no right or benefit in the transferred
stock. He gave 200,500 PeriCor shares to his sister by gift and expects to
pay gift tax on the transfer. At Mangano and Magnotti's depositions, both
denied that they had an agreement or understanding, formal or otherwise,
that Magnotti would vote the shares in accord with her brother's wishes. 50
Nor did Mangano and Magnotti agree that any dividends or other rights
accruing to the transferred shares go to Mangano instead of Magnotti.

47Bath Indus., Inc. v. Blot, 305 F. Supp. 526, 538 (E.D. Wis. 1969).
4Cf Anadarko, 545 A.2d at 1175 n.3 (rejecting plaintiffs application ofthe "beneficial
ownership" definition used under the 1934 Exchange Act on the ground that "[t]his expansive
definition does not comport with the rationale and purpose of establishing fiduciary duties under
Delaware corporate law"); Whitingv. Dow Chem. Co., 523 F.2d 680, 688 (2d Cir. 1975) (holding
that "beneficial ownership" should be read more expansively under the 1934 Securities Exchange
Act "than it would under the law of trusts").
4The SPA was drafted before the VTA and apparently allowed (what PeriCor might
characterize as) a loophole not foreclosed by the VTA whereby Mangano could transfer stock to
his family members to lower his beneficial interest below 45%. This appears to be exactly what
happened in this case, but the Court will not redraft the VTA to prohibit this result.
PeriCor contends that the intra-family exception in the SPA demonstrates the parties'
mutual understanding that such transfers would not facilitate a change in control. Because the
Court has already concluded that "beneficial interest" unambiguously requires some right or
expectation, the Court may not look to parol evidence, such as the SPA, to broaden the term's
meaning.
0
5 See Magnotti Tr. 56 (stating that Mangano told her "to vote the way I wanted to
vote").
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Magnotti therefore took full legal and equitable title to the transferred
shares with no reserved interest for her brother.
PeriCor makes much of Magnotti's lack of sophistication and
reverence for her brother to argue that she likely would vote in line with his
preferences.5 2 For this reason, it concludes that the transfer to Magnotti,
while causing a change in the shares' legal title, "left Mangano's voting
control, and therefore his beneficial interest, undiminished." However,
even if Magnotti's vote is likely to run parallel to Mangano's, it does not
follow that he has a beneficial interest in those shares. Again, Mangano may
very well anticipate that Magnotti will cast her votes alongside his, but she
is free to vote her shares as she wishes. 54 It is clear and uncontested that
Mangano has no enforceable right over, let alone an informal agreement
with, Magnotti regarding her voting control over the transferred shares.
In addition, Mangano may not care that his sister votes with him.
The fact that Magnotti might vote in line with her brother most likely
represented a convenient ancillary benefit to his stated reasons for
transferring the shares: namely, to terminate the Voting Trust and to make a
gift to his sister.57 Although PeriCor contends that Mangano would need
his sister's votes to approach a majority,58 it has made no effort to dispute
the actual and projected voting returns from the May 23, 2008 annual
meeting detailed in the Complaint. Had PeriCor counted the Trust Shares
as Mangano attempted to vote them, each member of Mangano's slate
would have won by margins between 800,000 and 1.3 million shares,

51Instead, it may be PeriCor, and not Mangano, that has a beneficial interest in the
transferred shares, which are still subject to the SPA. Thus, PeriCor presumably maintains its right
offirst refusal and may exercise this right upon any proposed transfer ofthe shares by Magnotti to
anyone outside of the family members listed in the Agreement.
52Def's Suppl. Br. at 30 ("By transferring shares to Magnotti, Mangano was giving them
over to the quintessential loyal ally who could only look to his judgment for guidance on how to
vote her shares at the Annual Meeting.").

53 d.
54PeriCor makes much of Mangano's status in the extended family as a financial

provider; however, it does not go so far, nor can it on these facts, to allege that there is some quid
pro quo whereby Magnotti would vote her shares for Mangano in return for his beneficence.
5As for the one effort by Magnotti to vote her shares, there is also no evidence that
Mangano attempted to influence his sister's vote outside of comments he made publicly at the
shareholders' meeting.
6See Def's Suppl. Br. at 18 (arguing that, without the motive of terminating the Voting
Trust, the transfer to Magnotti "would not have made any sense, economic or otherwise").
See Mangano Tr. 101, 105-07 (agreeing that one of his purposes in transferring the
shares was to reduce his interest below 45% to break the Voting Trust). PeriCor makes much of
Mangano's intent to terminate the Voting Trust. PeriCor negotiated (and apparently took the lead
in drafting) the VTA and the SPA. That these documents failed to protect PeriCor's objective is, at
the core, a drafting problem. Mangano's intent is largely irrelevant, but both foreseeable and open.
5Def 's Suppl. Br.
at 20.
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significantly more than the 200,500 shares Magnotti voted at the meeting.59
Mangano had the power to influence the election without his sister's votes,
if he acquired voting control over the Trust Shares.
C.

Because the Voting Trust Has Been Terminated, Mangano May
Now Vote the Shares Formerly Held in the Trust

PeriCor argues that, even if Mangano terminated the Voting Trust
by transferring 200,500 shares to his sister, he may not vote the shares held
in trust until he actually receives the stock certificates. It goes further and
contends that Mangano may not receive the stock certificates until he
cooperates in the appointment of a successor trustee, who may then deliver
the shares. According to PeriCor, Mangano has been in constant breach of
the VTA by refusing to cooperate in the appointment of a successor trustee
following Norviel's resignation.
PeriCor's argument rests on its interpretation of Section 1.9(b) of
the VTA, which reads in part that, "upon termination of this Agreement ...
the Trustee, in exchange for and upon surrender or cancellation of any Trust
Certificates representing such Shares, shall ... deliver certificates for such
Shares to the registered holders thereof in the amounts called for by such
Trust Certificates."60 The Company argues that such a trustee cannot be
appointed because "plaintiff has obstructed the appointment of a successor
Trustee by threatening litigation against anyone who might accept that
role."61 It contends that Mangano has frustrated the "mechanism necessary
for him to obtain the certificates for the Trust Shares" and that he must take
possession of those certificates in order to acquire the voting rights. 62
The trustee of the VTA is "entitled to exercise [the] ... rights and
powers to vote the [Trust] Shares" until the VTA's termination. Once the
VTA is terminated, the trustee no longer has power to vote the Trust Shares,
and such power necessarily reverts to Mangano as legal and beneficial
owner of the deposited stock.
The fact that Mangano does not yet have the certificates has no
bearing on his right to vote the securities. Possession of a stock certificate is
not essential to the ownership of stock.64 Although the VTA provided a

'Compl. 32.
Def PeriCor's Br. in Opp'n to Pl.'s Mot. for Partial Summ. J. ("Def's Ans. Br.") at 19.
61
1d. at 18 (citing Stover Aff
36-37).
62
1d. at 19.
60

63

VTA § 1.7.

64See, e.g., Lynam v. Gallagher,526 A.2d 878, 883 (Del. 1987) ("Stock certificates are

mere evidence ofproperty."); Testa v. Jarvis, 1994 WL 30517, at *6 (Del. Ch. Jan. 12, 1994).
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mechanism by which the Trust Share certificates would be exchanged for
the trust certificates, it does nothing to change the basic premise that
possession of such share certificates is not necessary for Mangano to
reacquire all attributes of ownership upon termination of the VTA.
In addition, PeriCor, which holds the Trust Share certificates, has
no valid reason not to issue the certificates to Mangano, who is now the full
legal and equitable owner. Both parties agree that, by April 26, 2008,
Mangano had returned to PeriCor all the documentation it, or a duly
appointed trustee, needed under the VTA to return the underlying Trust
Shares. 5 Since there is no longer any trust to administer, requiring the
appointment of a successor trustee simply to return to Mangano the stock
certificates that are rightfully his serves little purpose. 66
D.

Unclean Hands

Lastly, PeriCor argues that the Trust should remain intact, and
Mangano denied the right to vote his Trust Shares, based on a defense of
unclean hands. PeriCor argues that Mangano wants to take control of the
Company and operate it to the benefit of his affiliates-McSPI and IREF. It
further argues that Mangano sought to install people affiliated with McSPI
and IREF at the 2008 stockholders' meeting, but failed to disclose their
involvement before or during the vote. 67 PeriCor also alleges that Mangano
already "violated his duties to PeriCor" when IREF billed PeriCor more
than $1 million in the summer and fall of 2006 and spring of 2007 for work
"purportedly performed by Mangano" on IREF's behalf.6 PeriCor claims
that Mangano used knowledge of PeriCor's then-ongoing critical

6

5Section 1.9(b) ofthe VTA states that, upon termination ofthe Trust, the Trustee shall
return the Trust Shares once the Trust Certificates representing such shares have been surrendered
or cancelled. Mangano purported to "fill out forms tendered by the company certifying the
certificates were lost," and he sent these documents to the company on April 26, 2009. According
to Mangano, at that time, "PeriCor has had all the documents required to issue the stock
certificates to Mangano." P1's Reply Mem. in Supp. of its Mot. for Partial Summ. J. at 12. PeriCor
seems to concede this point: "[p]laintiff did not attempt to surrender his Trust Certificates to the
Trustee until after the Trustee had resigned." PeriCor's Answer 16; Def's Ans. Br. at 18.
66In a similar vein, the Court grants Norviel's motion for judgment on the pleadings.
Mangano asserts that Norviel has remaining obligations as the Trustee of the VTA and that his
resignation, whether effective or not, does not resolve Mangano's claim that Norviel wrongfully
frustrated Mangano's voting rights. Norviel, however, rightly delivered the Trust Shares
certificates to PeriCor on April 24, 2008, which discharged his obligations as Trustee. Supra note
11. Since Norviel no longer has the certificates, there is no relief he can afford Mangano, and
Norviel has not committed any wrongdoing that can sustain a cause of action.
6 Def's Ans. Br.
at 21.
6
Def's Ans. Br. at 20.
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negotiations with a third party as leverage to extract $800,000 in payment
on the invoice as well as gaining other concessions. For these reasons,
PeriCor argues that Mangano came to this Court with unclean hands, and
that his allegedly inequitable conduct precludes relief in his favor.
The doctrine of unclean hands exists to protect the integrity of the
processes of the Court, which will refuse "to consider requests for equitable
relief in circumstances where the litigant's own acts offend the very sense of
equity to which he appeals." 69 The inequitable conduct, however, must be
related directly to the issue before the court.70 The timing of the alleged
misconduct plays an important role in determining whether the inequitable
acts preclude relief; and the Court may therefore decline to apply unclean
hands when the conduct occurs subsequent to the plaintiffs cause of
-71
action.
The fact that IREF previously billed PeriCor for services rendered
by Mangano in 2006 and 2007 has little, if any, bearing on this action. Not
only did PeriCor settle the invoices, but that contractual dispute has no
relation to the termination of the VTA and Mangano's subsequent right to
vote the shares formerly held in trust. Likewise, Mangano's alleged designs
to seek control of PeriCor (for the reasons ascribed by PeriCor) are beyond
the scope of this action. Although Mangano may have committed a misdeed
by not disclosing the affiliations of his nominees, that alleged misconduct
has no direct relation to the status of the Trust and Mangano's rights as a
shareholder.
In addition, PeriCor's fears that Mangano may control the Company
to its detriment and for the benefit of McSPI and IREF are conjectural. If
Mangano does in fact acquire control over PeriCor, and if he uses his
control to engage in self-dealing, that conduct can be addressed by a
fiduciary duty action at the appropriate time. As of now, Mangano has
undertaken no inequitable conduct that taints his right to vote the Trust
Shares, which rightfully reverted to him upon the Trust's termination in
conformity with the terms of the VTA.
V. CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the stock transfer from Mangano to his
sister reduced his equity in PeriCor to under 45%, which terminated the

6

'Donald J. Wolfe, Jr. & Michael A. Pittenger, Corporate& CommercialPracticein the
Delaware Court of Chancery § 11.06[a], at 11-71 (2009) (quoting Nakaharav. NS 1991 Am.
Trust, 718 A.2d 518, 522 (Del. Ch. 1988)).
1d § 11.06[c] at 11-78.
n Walter v. Walter, 136 A.2d 202, 207 (Del. 1957).
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VTA and the Voting Trust. Mangano is therefore now entitled to vote the
shares formerly held in trust. Accordingly, Mangano's Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment is granted. Furthermore, Norviel's Motion for Judgment
on the Pleadings is granted, and all claims against him are dismissed.
Counsel are requested to confer and to submit an implementing
order.

IN RE JOHN Q. HAMMONS HOTELS INC. SHAREHOLDER
LITIGATION
No. 758-CC
October 2, 2009
Norman M. Monhait, of Rosenthal Monhait & Goddess, P.A., Wilmington,
Delaware; and Joel H. Bernstein, Ethan D. Wohl, and Matthew C.
Moehlman, of Labaton Sucharow LLP, New York, New York; Richard B.
Brualdi and Gaitri Boodhoo, of The Brualdi Law Firm, PC, New York, New
York, of counsel, for Plaintiffs.
Thomas A. Beck and Blake Rohrbacher, of Richards, Layton & Finger,
P.A., Wilmington, Delaware; and Michael Thompson and Lori Sellers, of
Husch Blackwell Sanders LLP, Kansas City, Missouri, of counsel, for
Defendant John Q. Hammons.
David J. Teklits, Kevin M. Coen, and Justin B. Shane, of Morris, Nichols,
Arsht & Tunnell LLP, Wilmington, Delaware; and Alan J. Stone, of
Milbank Tweed Hadley & McCloy, New York, New York, of counsel,
Attorneys for Defendants John Q. Hammons Hotels, Inc., JQH Acquisition
LLC, JQH Merger Corporation, John E. Lopez-Ona, Jacqueline Anne
Dowdy, Daniel L. Earley, William J. Hart, Donald H. Dempsey, David C.
Sullivan, and James F. Moore.
CHANDLER, Chancellor

This case arises out of the merger in September of 2005 of John Q.
Hammons Hotels, Inc. ("JQH" or the "Company") with and into an
acquisition vehicle indirectly owned by Jonathan Eilian, pursuant to which
the holders of JQH Class A common stock received $24 per share in cash
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(the "Merger"). Plaintiffs in this purported class action seek damages for
the allegedly inadequate price paid for the publicly held Class A shares.
Plaintiffs contend that John Q. Hammons, JQH's controlling stockholder,
used his control position to negotiate an array of private benefits for himself
that were not shared with the minority stockholders. Eilian, a third party
with no prior relationship with Hammons or JQH, negotiated with
Hammons and the special committee, which was formed to represent and
negotiate on behalf of the minority stockholders. The result of these
negotiations was that the Class A stockholders received cash for their
shares, and Hammons, in exchange for his Class B stock and interest in a
limited partnership controlled by JQH, received a small equity interest in
the surviving limited partnership, a preferred interest with a large
liquidation preference, and various other contractual rights and obligations.
Plaintiffs contend that Hammons breached his fiduciary duties as a
controlling stockholder by negotiating benefits for himself that were not
shared with the minority stockholders. Plaintiffs also contend that the JQH
directors breached their fiduciary duties by allowing the Merger to be
negotiated through an allegedly deficient process, and by voting to approve
the Merger. Plaintiffs also assert claims against the Merger acquisition
vehicles for aiding and abetting the breaches of fiduciary duty. Finally,
plaintiffs assert four disclosure claims based on alleged misstatements and
omissions in the Company's proxy statement.
Before the Court are cross-motions for summary judgment, and the
threshold issue is whether the Court should apply the entire fairness or
business judgment standard of review. Defendants argue that business
judgment is the appropriate standard of review because (1) Hammons was
not involved in the process of negotiation for the purchase of the minority
shares, (2) the minority stockholders were adequately represented by the
disinterested and independent special committee, and (3) a majority of the
minority stockholders approved the Merger in a fully informed vote.
Plaintiffs, of course, disagree, and contend that entire fairness is the
appropriate standard of review because (1) the special committee was
ineffective, (2) the majority of the minority vote was "illusory," and (3)
Hammons was subject to a conflict of interest because he negotiated
benefits for himself that were not shared with the minority stockholders.
Plaintiffs assert that the minority stockholders were "coerced" into
accepting the Merger because the price of the Class A stock did not reflect
the Company's true value. Moreover, according to plaintiffs, Hammons's
ability to block any transaction limited the special committee's ability to
negotiate at arm's length and relegated it to the subservient role of
negotiating only with bidders acceptable to Hammons.
As explained below, I conclude that Kahn v. Lynch Communication
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Systems, Inc. 1 does not mandate application of the entire fairness standard
of review in this case, notwithstanding any procedural protections that may
have been used. Rather, the use of sufficient procedural protections for the
minority stockholders could have resulted in application of the business
judgment standard of review in this case. The procedures used here,
however, were not sufficient to invoke business judgment review.
Accordingly, the appropriate standard of review is entire fairness. As
explained below, defendants' motions for summary judgment are granted in
part and denied in part, and plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment is
granted in part and denied in part.
I. BACKGROUND
A.

The Parties

Defendant JQH was a Delaware corporation headquartered in
Springfield, Missouri that engaged in the business of owning and managing
hotels. JQH owned forty-four hotels and managed another fifteen. Most of
the hotels were franchised under major trade names, such as Embassy Suites
Hotels, Holiday Inn, and Marriott, and located in or near a stable "demand
generator" such as a state capital, university, convention center, corporate
headquarters, or office park.
JQH was formed in 1994, and used the proceeds from its initial
public stock offering to purchase an approximately 28% general partnership
interest in John Q. Hammons Hotels, LP ("JQHLP"). Hammons owned the
remaining 72% of JQHLP as its sole limited partner. JQH conducted its
business operations through JQHLP.
Ownership of JQH was held through two classes of stock. The
Class A common stock was publicly traded and entitled to one vote per
share. The Class B common stock was not publicly traded and was entitled
to fifty votes per share. Hammons and his affiliates owned approximately
5% of the Class A common stock and all of the Class B common stock.
Thus, Hammons had approximately 76% of the total vote in JQH, which in
turn controlled JQHLP as its sole general partner. Plaintiffs Jolly Roger
Fund, LP, Jolly Roger Offshore Fund, Ltd., and Lemon Bay Partners were
purported owners of Class A common stock.
The JQH Board of Directors (the "Board") was composed of eight
members at the time of the Merger. Hammons was Chairman of the Board
and Chief Executive Officer. The other Board members were John E.

'638 A.2d 1110 (Del. 1994).
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Lopez-Ona, Daniel L. Earley, William J. Hart, David C. Sullivan, Donald
H. Dempsey, James F. Moore, and Jacqueline A. Dowdy.
Defendants JQH Acquisition, LLC ("Acquisition") and JQH Merger
Corporation ("Merger Sub") were formed to facilitate the Merger. Eilian is
the principal of Acquisition. Merger Sub is a wholly owned subsidiary of
Acquisition.
B.

The Company and Hammons Before the Merger

The price of JQH Class A shares declined after the initial public
offering at $16.50 per share, and, according to plaintiffs, eventually traded
in the $4 to $7 range until sometime in 2004, when rumors of a possible
merger first circulated. Plaintiffs suggest that low stock price could have
resulted from the small number of publicly traded shares, the lack of an
active trading market in those shares, the lack of any meaningful analyst
coverage, and the lack of large institutional investors. Plaintiffs also
contend that the shares were "burdened" by the presence of a large
controlling stockholder, and that Hammons's self-dealing depressed the
price of the Class A shares.
Hammons's passion was, and is, developing hotels, and Hammons
took pride in the quality of his hotels. Hammons was seen by many as a
legend in the hotel business, as evidenced by his biography, They Call Him
John Q.: A Hotel Legend.2 It also appears, however, that the relationship
between Hammons and the Board was, at least at times, tense.
Plaintiffs cite evidence and quote from Hammons's biography for
the proposition that Hammons only reluctantly sold shares in JQH to the
public, that he disliked the procedural requirements associated with public
stockholders and a board of directors, and that there was tension between
Hammons and the Board. Indeed, Hammons and the Board had
disagreements over the Board's use of stock options as compensation and
over the pace of hotel development. The latter disagreement resulted in the
Board's call for a moratorium on the development of hotels by the
Company. This moratorium led the Board and Hammons to negotiate an
arrangement where Hammons was permitted to use Company resources for
his private development activities, in exchange for giving the Company the
opportunity to manage such hotels and acquire them if they were offered for
sale.
Hammons and the Board also disagreed over Hammons's decision
to offer Lou Weckstein, who Hammons hired as JQH's President in 2001

2

Susan M. Drake, They Call Him John Q.: A Hotel Legend (2002).
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without consulting the Board, a salary that the Board believed was
excessive. This conflict led to deterioration of the relationship between
Hammons and Hart, who was then Hammons's personal attorney, and led
the Board to retain Katten Muchin Rosenman, LLP ("Katten Muchin") to
advise the non-employee members of the Board on how to react to
Hammons's hiring of Weckstein.
Plaintiffs point to Eilian's description in a March 7, 2005 email sent
during the negotiations that Hammons practiced a "'liberal' mixing of
private and personal expenses and competitive interests." In its 2004 10-K
the Company disclosed that:
Mr. Hammons also (1) owns hotels that we manage; (2)
owns an interest in a hotel management company that
provides accounting and other administrative services for
all of our hotels; (3) owns a 50% interest in the entity from
which we lease our corporate headquarters; (4) has an
agreement whereby we pay up to 1.5% of his internal

development costs for new hotels in exchange for the
opportunity to manage the hotels and the right of first
refusal to purchase the hotels in the event they are offered
for sale; (5) leases space to us in two trade centers owned
by him that connect with two of our hotels; (6) has the
right to require the redemption of his LP Units; (7) utilizes
our administration and other services for his outside
business interests, for which he reimburses us; (8) utilizes
the services of certain of our employees in his personal
enterprises and personally subsidizes those employees'
compensation; and (9) owns the real estate underlying one
of our hotels, which we lease from him. 3
Plaintiff also point to a conflict surrounding rent the Company paid
to Hammons for meeting space adjacent to one of the Company's hotels in
Portland, Oregon. Plaintiffs cite evidence that, according to Weckstein and
Paul Muellner, JQH's chief financial officer, Hammons insisted on a rent
well in excess of market rates and opposed the lower rental offer they
proposed.
Around early 2004, Hammons and the Board also had conflicts over
the plan to dispose of certain Holiday Inn hotels that the Board and
management (other than Hammons) deemed were no longer "core assets" of

JQH's 2004 Form 10-K at 4.
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the Company. Hammons, who Muellner described as having an "emotional
attachment" to the Holiday Inn brand, opposed the sale of some of the
hotels and even threatened to take legal action to stop the Board from
selling one of the properties. On a separate occasion, without disclosure to
the Board, Hammons entered into a private agreement with a listing broker
that gave Hammons a right of first refusal, which would have allowed
Hammons to match an offer in the event a third-party offer was approved by
the Board. The arrangement was later discovered and disclosed to the
Board by the Company's general counsel.
C.

The Barceld Offer and the Creationof the Special Committee

In early 2004, Hammons informed the Board that he had begun
discussions with third parties regarding a potential sale of JQH or his
interest in JQH. On October 15, 2004, one of these third parties, Barcel6
Crestline Corporation ("Barcel6"), informed the Board that it had entered
into an agreement with Hammons and that it was offering $13 per share for
all outstanding shares of JQH Class A common stock.
The agreement Barcel6 reached with Hammons reflected
Hammons's tax and other personal objectives. Hammons's tax situation
made it essential to him that any transaction be structured to avoid the large
tax liability that would result from a transaction that was deemed to be a
disposition event for Hammons. To accomplish this goal, Hammons had to
retain some ownership in the surviving limited partnership and continue to
have capital at risk. Hammons also desired, among other things, a line of
credit that would allow him to continue to develop hotels. Thus, the deal
announced by Barcel6 was structured such that in exchange for his interests
in JQH and JQHLP, Hammons would receive a small ownership percentage
in Barcel6's acquisition vehicle and a preferred interest with a large
liquidation preference. The Barcel6 transaction also provided that
Hammons would receive a line of credit of up to $250 million and
distribution of Chateau on the Lake Resort (the "Chateau Lake property"),
one of JQH's premier properties.
Recognizing that Hammons's interests in the transaction may not
have been identical to those of the unaffiliated JQH stockholders, the Board
formed a special committee to evaluate and negotiate a proposed transaction
on behalf of the unaffiliated stockholders and make a recommendation to
the Board. The special committee consisted of Sullivan, Dempsey, and
Moore.4 Discussions at the initial meetings of the special committee in

4

Hart and Lopez-Ona were also initially on the special committee, but withdrew in light
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October 2004 reveal that the members realized that the special committee
lacked the ability to broadly market the Company in light of Hammons's
controlling interest and ability to reject any transaction. Thus, the special
committee determined that its goal was to pursue the best price reasonably
available to minority stockholders in any transaction the special committee
was authorized to consider. The special committee also recognized its duty
to recommend against a transaction if the committee concluded that the
transaction was not in the best interests of the minority stockholders or if
the price offered to the minority stockholders was not fair, from a financial
perspective, to the minority stockholders. On the advice of its counsel, the
special committee also adopted guidelines that provided that the special
committee would conduct a process in which (1) stockholders would be
provided a reasonable opportunity to express their views to the committee,
(2) all parties interested and willing to explore a transaction would be
afforded a level playing field, from the Company's perspective, on which to
pursue a transaction in terms of timing and access to information, and (3)
the committee and its advisors would be fully informed as to the value,
merits, and probability of closing any transaction that there was a
reasonable basis for believing could be consummated. The special
committee retained Katten Muchin as its legal advisor and Lehman Brothers
("Lehman") as its financial advisor.
The special committee also discussed that, after Barcel6's public
announcement, Eilian had contacted members of the special committee and
told them he was interested in entering into a possible transaction with the
Company. Eilian indicated that Hammons had suggested that he contact the
special committee if he felt he could offer a proposal superior to Barcel6's.
The special committee agreed that its counsel would contact Eilian and
inform him that Lehman had been retained as the special committee's
financial advisor.
Although Barcel6's agreement with Hammons expired by its terms
on November 1, 2004, both Barcel6 and Hammons remained interested in
going forward with the transaction pursuant to a new agreement. On
November 16, 2004, the Board (with Hammons abstaining) expanded the
authority of the special committee to review, evaluate, and negotiate on
behalf of the unaffiliated stockholders the terms of the revised Barcel6
proposal. The Board also gave the special committee the authority to
respond to, and act on behalf of the board with respect to, any requests from
interested parties.
On December 5, 2004, following a November 18, 2004 meeting
of questions that may have been raised regarding their relationship with the Company and
Hammons. At the special committee's request, Hart continued to attend special committee
meetings as an advisor.
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with the special committee, Eilian submitted a proposal to the special
committee whereby his group would acquire the interests of Hammons in
the Company and make a tender offer for the unaffiliated stockholders at a
price to be determined.5 In November, the special committee met with
various shareholder groups, including representatives of plaintiffs.
On December 6, 2004, the special committee reviewed the
outstanding proposals of Barcel6 and Eilian. After receiving a preliminary
evaluation from Lehman that Barcel6's $13 per share offer was inadequate,
from a financial point of view, to the minority stockholders, the special
committee unanimously agreed to recommend to the Board that it reject
Barcel6's revised agreement with Hammons. The next day, the special
committee advised the Board that Barcel6's offer was not acceptable, and
the Company issued a press release stating that the Company would not
accept the Barcel6 proposal.
At a December 23, 2004 meeting, two special committee members
reported that A.G. Edwards had contacted them on behalf of Eagle
Hospitality Properties Trust, Inc. ("Eagle"). The committee, after observing
that Eagle would need to raise significant capital, that a transaction with
Eagle would involve a significant amount of strategic and financial risks,
and that there was no basis to believe that Hammons would have any
interest in pursuing a transaction with Eagle, concluded that the inquiry
from Eagle was not worth pursuing at that point in time.
By December 28, 2004, Barcel6 was willing to pay $21 per share of
Class A common stock if the transaction was subject to approval by a
simple majority of shares, including those owned by Hammons. Barcel6
was willing to pay only $20 per share if a separate majority of the minority
vote was required. Eilian's proposed transaction with a tender offer for the
Class A shares of at least $20.50 per share had been outlined to the special
committee on December 23, 2004. At the December 28 meeting, the
special committee discussed both proposals and concluded that the Barcel6
proposal was more fully negotiated and stood a far greater chance of being
consummated.
At a December 29, 2004 meeting, the special committee was
informed that Barcel6 was willing to increase its offer to acquire the Class

5Although the special committee had indicated that it would seek to provide "a level
playing field" in terms of access to information, the special committee determined at a November
30, 2004 meeting that it would not place JQH management in a "tenuous position" by overriding
Hammons's instruction to JQH's general counsel not to send due diligence materials to Eilian at
that time. Hammons had expressed that he would not do a deal with Eilian under any
circumstances. Nevertheless, the special committee attempted to encourage Eilian and his
advisors to not let Hammons's instruction dissuade them from continuing to evaluate a possible
transaction and maintaining an open dialogue with the Company's financial advisor.
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A stock to $21 per share and agree that any merger be conditioned on a
majority vote of the unaffiliated stockholders. Lehman advised the special
committee that the $21 per share offer was fair to the minority stockholders
from a financial point of view and that the allocation of consideration
between the minority stockholders and Hammons was reasonable.
At a Board meeting later that day, the special committee advised the
Board of Barcel6's revised proposal as well as the proposal from Eilian's
group that would offer $20.50 per share for all Class A shares. Hammons
indicated that he was no longer interested in a transaction with Eilian.
Based on the special committee's recommendation, the Board resolved to
provide Barcel6 with exclusivity until January 31, 2005.
Negotiations proceeded between Barcel6 and Hammons, but
Hammons was ultimately not comfortable with the proposal, particularly
because he believed that the three-year commitment on the line of credit
was not sufficient. An agreement was not reached by January 31, and
Hammons indicated that he was unwilling to extend exclusivity with
Barcel6. The special committee then recommended to the Board that the
Company not renew exclusivity with Barcel6, and the Board followed this
recommendation.
D.

The Eilian Offer

On January 31, 2005, the special committee received an offer from
Eilian's group by which Acquisition would acquire all outstanding Class A
common stock for $24 per share. Eilian's letter to the special committee
indicated that the offer was not contingent on third-party financing and that
certain Class A stockholders unaffiliated with Hammons had entered into
agreements pursuant to which those stockholders agreed to support Eilian's
proposal. 6 The committee informed the Board of this offer, and the Board
voted to continue the existence and authorization of the special committee.
At a February 3, 2005 Board meeting, Hammons informed the
Board that he would like to negotiate a transaction with Eilian. At the same
meeting, the Board was informed that the Company had received an
expression of interest from Eagle and from Corporex Companies. The
Board concluded that because Eagle and Corporex did not come forward
sooner after the expiration of the exclusivity period with Barcel6 and
because of many other factors discussed at the meeting, the Board would

6 According

to defendants, these unaffiliated stockholders represented approximately

23% of the public Class A common stockholders.
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not pursue a transaction with that group and would instead proceed
expeditiously to negotiate a transaction with Eilian. Based upon a
recommendation from the special committee, the Board granted Eilian
exclusivity until February 28, 2005.
Over the next several months, representatives of Eilian, Hammons,
and the special committee continued to negotiate the terms of a potential
deal, during which time the exclusivity agreement with Elian was renewed
several times. On June 3, 2005, Hammons and Acquisition (Eilian's
acquisition vehicle) informed the special committee that they had reached
certain agreements and requested the special committee's approval of them.
Acquisition also reaffirmed its offer to purchase all the outstanding shares
of Class A common stock held by unaffiliated stockholders for $24 per
share.
On June 14, 2005, the special committee met with its advisors.
Katten Muchin reviewed the process the special committee used over the
previous nine months and provided an overview of the various agreements
between Hammons and Acquisition. Lehman provided a presentation of its
analysis and methodology in issuing its fairness opinion that the $24 per
share price was fair to the minority stockholders from a financial point of
view. Lehman also advised the special committee of its opinion that the
allocation of the consideration between Hammons and the unaffiliated
stockholders was reasonable. Lehman calculated that the value received by
Hammons and his affiliates was between $11.95 and $14.74 per share. The
special committee then approved the merger agreement (the "Merger
Agreement") and the related agreements between Hammons and Eilian
(collectively with the Merger Agreement, the "Transaction Agreements").
The Board met immediately following the June 14 special
committee meeting. Hammons advised the Board that he supported the
proposed transactions and then recused himself from the meeting. After
presentations from Katten Muchin on the Transaction Agreements and the
Board's fiduciary duties, and from Lehman on its fairness opinion, the
Board voted to approve the Merger and the Transaction Agreements.
E.

The Merger and the TransactionAgreements

The Merger Agreement provided that each share of Class A
common stock would be converted into the right to receive $24 per share in
cash upon consummation of the Merger. The Merger was contingent on
approval by a majority of the unaffiliated Class A stockholders, unless that
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requirement was waived by the special committee.7 The Merger Agreement
included a termination fee of up to $20 million and a "no shop" provision
that placed limitations on the Company's ability to solicit offers from other
parties. Moreover, Hammons agreed to vote his interests in favor of the
Merger and against any competing proposal or other action that would
prevent or hinder the completion of the Merger.
In addition to the Merger Agreement, Hammons and Acquisition
entered into a series of other agreements, which provided for a complex,
multi-step transaction designed to provide Hammons financing to continue
his hotel development activities without triggering the tax liability
associated with an equity or asset sale. Although each Class B share
initially remained a share of common stock of the surviving corporation,
those shares were eventually converted into a preferred interest in the
surviving limited partnership (the "surviving LP"). In order to achieve his
tax goals, Hammons had to have an ownership interest in the surviving LP
and continue to have capital at risk. Accordingly, Hammons was allocated
a 2% interest in the cash flow distributions and preferred equity of the
surviving LP. Atrium GP, LLC, an Eilian company, became general partner
of the surviving LP and received a 98% ownership interest. Hammons's
preexisting limited partner interest in JQILP was converted into a capital
account associated with his preferred interest in the surviving LP, which
had a liquidation preference of $328 million. When combined with the
preferred interest from the conversion of his Class B shares, Hammons's
capital account totaled a liquidation preference of $335 million. The
partnership agreement provided for events in which the capital account
could be distributed during Hammons's lifetime, but because of certain tax
consequences, it was anticipated that distribution of the capital account was
to occur at Hammons's death.
The terms of the Transaction Agreements also provided Hammons
other rights and obligations.8 Importantly, Hammons received a $25
million short-term line of credit and a $275 million long-term line of credit.
Hammons also received (1) the Company's Chateau Lake property in
exchange for transferring certain assets and related liabilities to an
Acquisition affiliate, (2) a right of first refusal to acquire hotels sold postmerger, and (3) an indemnification agreement for any tax liability from the
surviving LP's sale of any of its hotels during Hammons's lifetime.

As explained below, plaintiffs discount the majority of the minority vote because it
only required approval of a majority ofthe minority shares voting, as opposed to a majority of all
the minority shares.
There were numerous agreements required to execute the complex series of
transactions associated with the Merger, some of which are not described in this opinion.

